Which gown do I need?

BA / BA Status Gown

Features

Hangs an inch or two below the knee
Has a slit on the upper arm
Has an open sleeve
Has strings (BA) or no strings (BA Status) hanging from the shoulders, depending on the status of the student

This gown is only for students that both A and B apply to:

A. A student currently on a graduate course at the University of Cambridge, who did their undergraduate degree at the University of Cambridge, and the undergraduate degree is their highest Cambridge degree. Strings.

or

A student who is currently on a graduate course at the University of Cambridge, and who did their undergraduate degree at a different university. No strings.

B. Must be aged 23 years of age or less.

MA / MA Status Gown

Features

Hangs midway between the knee and ankle
Has no slit on the upper arm
Has an closed sleeve
Has strings (MA) or no strings (MA Status) hanging from the shoulders, depending on the status of the student

This gown is only for students that both A and B apply to:

A. A student currently on a graduate course at the University of Cambridge, who did their undergraduate degree at the University of Cambridge, and the undergraduate degree is their highest Cambridge degree. Strings.

or

A student who is currently on a graduate course at the University of Cambridge, and who did their undergraduate degree at a different university. No strings.

B. Must be aged 24 years of age or more.